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Unit or Topic: 
Realistic Fiction 

Course/Subject:  
 
Grade Level: 6 
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Established Goals 
RL.1. Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn 
from the text. 
R.L.2. Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; 

provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments. 

RL.6. Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speak in a text. 

R.L.7. Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem to listening to or 

viewing an audio, video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what they “see” or “hear” 

when reading the text to what they perceive when they listen or watch. 

R.L. 9. Compare and contrast text in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical 

novels and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to similar themes and topics. 

W.1. Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. 

W.3. Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, 

relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences. 

W.4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the devilment, organization, and style are 

appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

W.5. With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as 

needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. 

W.9.a.  Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature (e.g. “Compare and contrast texts in different 

forms or genres, stories and poems, historical novels and fantasy stories. In terms if their approaches 

to similar themes and topics”) 

S.L. 1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussion (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher 

led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 

expressing their own clearly. 

 a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that 

preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect the ideas under 

discussion. 

b. Follow rules for collegial discussions, set specific goals and deadlines, and define individual roles as 

needed. 

c. Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making comments that 

contribute to the topic, text, or issue under discussion. 

d. Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through 

reflection and paraphrasing. 

L.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standards English grammar and usage when 

writing or speaking. 

L.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling when writing. 

L.3. Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.   
 

Resources:                                                     Poetry: 

Eleven by Sandra Cisneros                          Your World by Georgia Douglas Johnson 

Wonder by R.J. Palacio                               The Village Blacksmith by Henry Wadsworth  Longfellow                              

Little Woman by Louisa May Alcott          I’m Nobody! Who are you? By Emily Dickinson 

Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli                             Mooses by Ted Hughes  

Love by Jerry Spinelli                                  In a Neighborhood in Los Angeles by Francisco X. Alarcón 

Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz Ryan 

Scholastic Scope Resources 

Scholastic Upfront Resources 
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Students will understand that… 
 

 Students will understand the 
elements of literature. 

 Students will be able to understand 
the theme of a story and the author’s 
point of view. 

 Students will be able to compare 
and contrast characters from 
various pieces of literature. 

 Students will be able to contrast 
different pieces of literature in 
different forms and genres (e.g. 
stories and poems; historical 
novels). 
 

Essential Questions to Guide Learning & 
Inquiry 

 How does conflict shape us? 
 How can we use the text to shape 

our lives? 

Students will know… 
 

 How to draw inferences from several 
pieces of realistic fiction. 

 Determine a central theme or idea. 
 How the author develops the point of 

view of the narrator or speaker in a 
text. 

 How pieces of literature vary by 
hearing and seeing to what they 
perceive when they listen or watch. 

Students will be able to … 
 

 Make inferences based on reading 
several pieces of similar literature. 

 Determine the theme or idea of a 
piece(s) of literature. 

 Determine the author’s point of view 
of the narrator or speaker in a text. 

 Compare and contrast different 
pieces of literature by listening and 
watching. 

 
Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task 
 
Venn Diagram 
Two-Column notes 
Story element graphic organizer 
Theme 
Analysis of: Video clips and audio of texts 
 

Other Assessment Evidence 
 
W.3: Narrative writing 
S.L.1. a., b., c., d., Literature Circles; 
Socratic Circles (attached) 
 
Presentation of key findings in multiple 
pieces of Literature. 
Power point, Prezi, or other media 
presentations.   
 

Key Criteria for Performance Assessment 
 
Key facts and details are summarized for 
multiple texts. 
 
Similarities and differences from multiple 
texts will be compared and contrasted. 
 
Literary elements will be documented  
 
Characters actions and dialogue will be 
analyzed to determine the theme of the 
story. 

Key Criteria for Other Assessments 
 
Presentations will be formatted in clear, 
and concise language. 
 
Presentation will be delivered to ensure 
understanding of the objective of the 
lesson. 
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Possible Accommodations - for 
Performance Assessment 
 
R.A.F.T. Options Role, Audience, Format, 
and Topic menu for student options. 
http://raftassignments.wikispaces.com 

Possible Accommodations for Other 
Assessments 
 

 Listening to audio texts. 
 Working in small groups. 
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Learning Plan: 
 
Lessons 1. and 2.  Students will list the literacy elements of a story identifying characters, 
setting, events problem and resolution. A literacy element chart will be created for each 
text read.   
 
Lessons 3. and 4. Students will read to infer a character’s actions by reading multiple 
texts and documenting the character’s actions and dialogue on a T-Chart to look for 
occurring actions and dialogue. 
 
Lessons 5. and 6.  Students will listen or view an audio, or live version of the text, 
including contrasting what they “see” and “hear” when reading the text to what they 
perceive when they listen or watch. 
 
Lessons 7. and 8. Students will work in groups to chart the similarities and differences of 
characters by using a Venn Diagram. Each group will write a summary detailing the 
similarities and differences of characters. 
 
Lesson 9. and 10.  While reading poetry and novels, students will identify and 
demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings. Students will document word meanings and demonstrate understanding 
by creating sentences in their literature journal. 
 
Lessons 11. and 12. Students will read a variety of poetry included in this unit to 
determine how conflict shapes our lives and how different texts can shape our lives. 
Students will compare and contrast characters and themes of poetry and texts to 
document similarities and differences. 
 
Lesson 13. and 14.  Students will document the character’s actions and dialogue from the 
beginning, middle, and end of the story to be able to determine the theme of the story.  
Students will work in small groups to complete an A.C. E. chart to answer the question, 
“What is the theme of the story”? Answers must cite evidence that students have found 
through out the story and explain their answers to relate to the theme of the story. 
 
Lessons 15. and 16. Students will collaborate and form a panel to discuss their findings 
of conflict within their stories and be able to present their findings using R.A.F.T. format 
to present to other groups in the class.  Students will present claims and findings, 
sequencing of ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to 
accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and 
clear pronunciation. 
 
Lesson 17.  Students will use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish a 
new creative story ending to one of the novels that was read. The writing will include 
collaboration with others. Students will type a minimum of three pages in one single 
sitting.  
 
Lesson 18. and 19. Students will present their story endings using diverse media and 
formats (e.g. visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain their point of view and how it 
contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study. 
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How to Create and Use Socratic Seminars 
 

Table of Contents 
Definition of Socratic Seminars 

Purpose of Socratic Seminars 

Advantages of Socratic Seminars 

Steps for Socratic Seminars 

Rules and Roles for Socratic Seminars 

Management Tips for Socratic Seminars 

Options for Assessing and Evaluating Student Work in Socratic Seminars 

Bibliography 

 

Definition of Socratic Seminars 
 

A Socratic Seminar is a scholarly discussion of an essential question in which student opinions 

are shared, proven, refuted, and refined through dialogue with other students. In classes of more 

than fifteen students, the fishbowl format for Socratic seminars should be used. In this format, 

the teacher or seminar leader facilitates the discussion. Only half the class, seated in an inner 

circle, participates in the discussion at one time. The other half of the class, seated in an outer 

circle, consists of the students who act as observers and coaches. Every student's participation is 

graded. 

 

Purpose of Socratic Seminars 
 

In a Socratic Seminar, participants seek to answer an essential question and gain deeper 

understanding of laws, ideas, issues, values, and/or principles presented in a text or texts through 

rigorous and thoughtful dialogue 

 

Advantages of Socratic Seminars 

 Provides opportunities for critical readings of texts  

 Teaches respect for diverse ideas, people, and practices 

 Enhances students' knowledge and research base 

 Creates a community of inquiry 

 Develops critical thinking, problem solving, speaking, and listening skills 

 Clarifies one's ideas, ethics and values 

 Maximizes student participation 

 Encourages divergent thinking 

 

 

Steps for Socratic Seminars 
Preparation:  

 Prior to the discussion, the teacher will select an appropriate text. The text must be 

complex and rich in ideas that promote thinking and discussion. Readings in literature, 

history, science, math, health, and philosophy or works of art or music may be used.  

 All students will read the text prior to the discusssion. 
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 The teacher will develop the essential or opening question for the discussion. An effective 

opening question arises from genuine curiosity on the part of the teacher and/or the 

participants, has no single “right” answer, is framed to generate dialogue leading to 

greater understanding of the ideas in the text, and can best be answered by reference to the 

text. 

 The teacher may share all possible discussion questions with students before the seminar or 

the teacher may share only one question before the seminar starts, depending on the length 

of the text, complexity of the discussion question(s) and ideas presented in the text, and the 

time allotted for the discussion. 

  Prior to the discussion, the teacher must provide adequate time for all students to record 

the essential question, develop their answer, and identify support for the answer. 

Pre-Conference:   

 Prior to the seminar, the teacher will determine which students will be inner circle 

participants and will assign each participant a coach from the outer circle. The 

teacher should consider students’ thinking, listening, speaking, and reading skills 

when pairing students.  

 Just before the seminar each participant and his or her coach will meet for a pre-

conference to discuss the participant's goals for the discussion. The teacher may 

allow a few minutes of informal discussion between participants and their coaches 

in order to build some confidence in the participant’s ideas before the seminar. 
 

Seminar:  

  

 Students sit in one of two circles (inner circle for participants, outer circle for 

coaches). 

 Teacher poses the essential or opening question. 

 The teacher may need to ask follow up questions to lead the participants to greater 

understanding of the text. 

 Students respond to the question orally or in writing. 

 Teacher facilitates the seminar discussion by guiding students to a deeper and 

clarified consideration of the ideas of the text, a respect for varying points of view, 

and adherence to and respect for the seminar process. 

 Students cite evidence from the text, ask questions, speak, listen, make connections, 

and add insight or new knowledge to discuss their point of view in regards to the 

opening question.  

 Teacher takes notes for evaluative purposes but provides no verbal or nonverbal 

feedback that either affirms or challenges what the students say.  The teacher may 

ask follow-up questions; however, teacher questions are used sparingly and 

deliberately.  

 When satisfied that the opening question has been thoroughly explored, the teacher 

asks one or more additional questions to examine central points of the text. 

 Students may pose new questions when the discussion is exhausted. New questions 

posed must relate to students’ ideas and contributions in response to the initial 

essential question. 

 Once the text has been explored thoroughly the teacher may ask a closing question, 

which is derived from the text but which seeks to have students apply the topic to 

their own lives or the world.  

 The teacher will thank students for their participation and summarize the main ideas 

and concepts examined during the discussion. 
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Post-Conference:  

 After the discussion, the coaches provide feedback to the participants to 

acknowledge their strengths and identify their weaknesses in a post-conference.  

 The teacher will grade each coach based on his or her written and oral feedback to 

the participant. 

 
Rules and Roles for Socratic Seminars 
 

The Participants: 

 May only participate in the discussion if they have read the selection 

 Must support their opinions with evidence from the text 

 May speak at any time during the seminar with respect for the other participants 

 May whisper with their coaches if the teacher allows it 

 May refer to other works the class has read if the teacher allows it 

 May write notes to themselves during the discussion if the teacher allows it 

 May ask relevant questions of other participants 

 

The Coaches: 

 Must evaluate the participant's performance during the seminar 

 Must provide oral and written feedback to the participant after the seminar 

 May not speak to their participants during the seminar unless the teacher allows it 

 May not speak to other participants or coaches at any time 

 

The Teacher/Leader: 

 Must provide adequate  "think time" for students to respond appropriately 

 Can only ask questions; cannot state his or her opinions or interpretations 

 Must require participants to support their opinions with evidence from the text 

 Must encourage participants to agree and disagree for substantial reasons 

 May record the number and quality of participant responses 

 Must determine when to conclude the seminar 
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Management Tips for Socratic Seminars 

 Allow no more than 30 minutes for the first seminar; after students have become familiar 

with the seminar format, 45-50 minutes may be allotted for discussion, particularly when 

examining more complex texts 

 Select students for inner and outer circles carefully to prevent off-task behaviors 

 Share rules, expectations, and grading practices with students prior to the seminar. 

 Distribute an equal number of tokens or “talking chips” to all participants; require 

participants to use all their tokens or chips prior to the end of the discussion  

 Stop discussion to interject commentary, commend participants, or end negative behavior 

during the first seminar; as students become familiar with the seminar format, the teacher 

should not need to provide any feedback 
 Eliminate the outer circle when using Socratic Seminars in classes of fifteen students or 

less 

Options for Assessing and Evaluating Student Work in Socratic Seminars 
 

Student participation and understanding may be assessed and evaluated using the following 

methods: 

 Rubric to assess student conduct, speaking, reasoning, listening, and/or preparation 

 Checklist of positive and negative behaviors 

 Student self-evaluation 

 Peer evaluation 
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Non-Fiction 



 

Content Standards for _______________________ 
 
Unit or Topic:  Non-Fiction 
 

Course/Subject: ELA 
 
Grade Level:  6th 



Established Goals 
 

RL/I 6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RL/I 6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary 

of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments. 
RL/I 6.4:  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative 

meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone. 
RL 6.6:  Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text. 

RL 6.9:  Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy 

stories) in terms of their approaches to similar themes and topics. 
 

W 6.2:  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. 

a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, 

comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and 

multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 

b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples. 

c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 

d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

e. Establish and maintain a formal style. 

f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. 
W 6.5:  With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. (Editing for conventions should demonstrate command of Language 

standards 1–3 up to and including grade 6 on page 65.) 
W 6.10:  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a 

single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
 

SL 6.1:  Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse 

partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation by 

referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion. 

b. Follow rules for collegial discussions, set specific goals and deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. 

c. Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making comments that contribute to the topic, 

text, or issue under discussion. 

d. Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through reflection and 

paraphrasing. 
SL 6.4:  Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to 

accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. 
 

L 6.1:  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 

a. Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive). 

b. Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself, ourselves). 

c. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.* 

d. Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents).* 

e. Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others' writing and speaking, and identify and use 

strategies to improve expression in conventional language.*   
L 6.2:  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

writing. 

a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.*  

b. Spell correctly. 
L 6.4:  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading 

and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a 

clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., audience, 

auditory, audible). 

c. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 

pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech. 

d.     Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in 

context or in a dictionary). 

 

 



Suggested Resources: 

 

Grade 6 – Prentice Hall textbook and supplemental materials. 

 

Memoir – Helen Keller – The Story of My Life 

Memoir – Harriet Tubman 

Articles regarding Frederick Douglas 

Dragon Wings 

A Long Walk to Water (novel) 

Woodsong by Gary Paulsen 

A Long Walk to Water 

The Morning Walk 

Skateboard Science 

Transcripts of a high profile trial 

Biographies/Autobiographies 

Newspaper in Education (NIE) resources 

Copies of the Standard Times 

Copies of The New York Times 

Print or online versions of national and global newspapers 

Articles regarding background knowledge of the Taliban 

I Am Malala The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban 

Articles from various sources regarding Malala’s story 

Articles found in Scholastic magazines  

Print and audio/video samples of speeches. (e.g. Obama’s 2008 acceptance speech, Clinton’s 

2008 Concession speech, Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address etc.) 

Copies of personal and professional letters (e.g. online copies of Civil War letters that Boston 

officers wrote home to their wives and mothers regarding the conditions of war.) 

Obituaries (Teacher may find historical figures who are buried in local cemetery locations for 

students to research, read obituaries and write an article about the person based on all 

research.) 

 

 
Students will understand that… 
 

 

 Reporters write explicit messages 
as well as inferred ones within their 
work.  

 Reporters use their research and 
writing to advise the public of 
various issues 

 There are various points of view 
regarding almost all topics. 

 History holds many lessons. 
 

Essential Questions to Guide Learning & 
Inquiry 
 
 

 How does reading nonfiction 

contribute to our lives? 

 What can we learn from narrative 

writing? 

 How can studying old newspaper 

articles inform us about our past and 

our future? 

 
 
 

Students will know… 
 

 Important facts about the methods 
used in non-fiction. 

 Review 5 structures in non-fiction 
 Central idea 

Students will be able to … 
 

 Explain what nonfiction is. 
 Identify structure within non-fiction 

texts. 
 Describe and compare contrast 



 Writing Strategies 
 How to use speaking/listening to 

persuade. 
 

point of view. 
 Review various documents for 

contradictions. (i.e. court 
transcripts) 
 

Assessment Evidence 
Performance Task 
 
 

 How do you choose the most valid 
unbiased sources? 

 Reflection –How are the essential 
questions reflected within the novels, 
articles, memoirs, autobiographies 
etc.? 

 

Other Assessment Evidence 
 

 Write letters to local/state/national 
Authority figures regarding social 
problems. 

 Take up a school based cause, 
research the problem, gather evidence, 
offer solutions using the modalities of 
speaking, listening, debate. 

 Cite reliable evidence from the text to 

justify claims  

 Utilizing a variety of context clues to 

determine the meanings of unfamiliar 

vocabulary and phrases 

 
Key Criteria for Performance Assessment 
 
Students should be able to… 
 

 Use various complex texts to 
find meaning 

 Use evidence from the text to 
justify all claims 

 Use evidence to question 
authority and take up a cause 
regarding national issues (e.g. 
education, wildlife, energy, 
employment, toxic waste, 
environment etc.) 

 

Key Criteria for Other Assessments 
 
Students will be able to… 
 

 Use evidence from the text to 
support reasoning within a 
research project. 

 Correctly identify the 5 
structures of non-fiction pieces. 

 Use increasing levels of 
vocabulary in writing. 

 Use correct grammar in all 
writing 
 
 

Possible Accommodations - for 
Performance Assessment 
 

 Choice of novel, articles, 
transcripts etc. for literature circles  

 Teacher and student choice of role 
within literature circle to best suit 
student need in order to participate 
within the circle 

 Visuals to help with tough 
vocabulary 

 Stations to look and work 
collaboratively on various levels of 
the literature 

 Anchor charts for student 
reference 

 Use of jigsaw during reading 
longer pieces 

 Scaffolding as needed 

Possible Accommodations for Other 
Assessments 
 

 Modeling of tasks as needed 
 Provide anchor charts 
 Scaffolding as needed 
 Work with a partner 
 Work in small group 
 Work independently 

 



 Choice of product (differentiation 
by choice) 

 Exemplars for reference 
Learning Plan 
 

 

Lesson 1:  Introduce the genre of non-fiction in depth. What does it entail? Ask students to jot 

down what they believe non-fiction is. Have students brainstorm various genre within non-

fiction. Place chart paper around the room with the headings of the various genre. (i.e. 

autobiography, articles, trial transcripts, novels, historical speeches, podcasts, etc.) On each 

chart paper, have students circle the room, individually or in groups, and have them write any 

titles that they have read or would like to read under each topic.  

 

Lesson 2: Quick lesson on the 5 structures of non-fiction. (See the pictures at the end of this 

document.) 

 

Lesson 3:  (All Units) Exploration of Essential Questions (The unit should be “bookended” by 

an essential question exploration session, meaning that you begin exploring the essential 

questions and end the unit by looking at them again and reexamine them as a class and in 

collaborative groups.  Throughout the unit, teachers should refer back to essential questions 

and encourage students to consider them throughout the unit.) 

 

 Students can examine questions through collaborative groups, through think-pair-share 

activities or other such collaborative activities that help students engage in academic 

discourse.   

 Please refer to Accountable Talk rubrics and self-evaluation forms attached.  To begin 

using Accountable Talk expectations during collaborative work, it may be helpful to 

start with one or two expectations per day and then work towards combining multiple 

expectations as students become more familiar with the expectations 

 

Lesson 4: (All Units) Literature Circles Intro (a great site to get more familiar with literature 

circles:  http://litcircles.org/Structure/struct6.html) 

 Explain that students have a choice of novel but that all novels will be tied with a 

similar theme or whatever the teacher chooses for a commonality (books can be chosen 

based on interest); you may choose to have everyone read the same book to get more 

familiar with literature circle strategies if you choose. 

 Prior to beginning the literature circles, a short story could be read by the class and 

then volunteers can perform a “fishbowl” in order to model how students might 

perform literary discussions in their groups.  Students who are not modeling observe 

and take notes based on criteria for success in lit circles.   

 Form heterogeneous groups (if possible by the teacher) of no more than 4-5 students 

each 

 Teacher will “teach” students how Literature Circles work and then explain that the 

class will be using Literature Circles to examine their novels. This may take some time, 

several weeks, to get through a novel or other long piece. Teacher may want to get 

students started with Literature Circles by using shorter pieces and then use Literature 

Circles for a novel study. 

 Let students know that they will have specific roles to participate in their groups: 

o Connector (Makes connections to life/society, history, other stories the class or 

connector has read, makes connections to other stories the author has read, etc.) 

o Questioner (Questions before, during and after reading each assigned section.  

http://litcircles.org/Structure/struct6.html


These should be open questions to drive discussion deeper.  Have students use 

the QMatrix to aid in question generation.  Once circles convene, students will 

answer questions and the Questioner will write down new questions generated 

as a result of the discussion) 

o Visualizer (Draw a visualization or a mind map of an important part of the 

reading selection. (e.g. a character, an exciting part, a surprise, a prediction of 

what will happen next…) Visualizers should include as many of the senses as 

they can (e.g. what you can see, hear, smell, feel, taste) in the drawing.  

Visualizers may label things with words to make the visualization more 

complete. Under the drawing, the Visualizer needs to write a paragraph about 

the visualization including the reason for the choice of the visualization.When 

the visualizer meets with his or her group, he or she shouldn’t tell them what 

the drawing is about – let them guess! Once everyone has  

had a turn, the visualizer can tell them all about it including the reason for his 

or her choice.  The visualizer should also note language that is particularly 

visual and create a two column notes organizer to document the language.) 

o Summarizer (Summary of the reading selection, including any major points or 

events that occur during the reading selection.  Draw a map, top-down web or 

plot diagram outlining the major events, settings and characters that have 

occurred during the reading selection. 

o Comprehension Monitor (Write down words that were difficult to understand, 

and the strategies used to help understand it.  The Comprehension Monitor will 

write down new understandings of words and compile all of this information 

within a two column notes organizer.  After discussing with the group, the 

Monitor will write down new understandings of these words as a result of the 

discussion. 

o Synthesizer (Think about what the author is trying to say with this piece of 

literature.  Consider themes that the author is trying to get across through the 

reading.  Create a two column notes organizer to write down possible themes 

for the book/story.  Write down any new thoughts you have after reading the 

assigned section about the stories lesson, theme or central idea. 

 Students may take turns with different roles 

 Assign reading sections for each week; in addition to taking care of the responsibilities 

of their roles, they should keep journals to summarize and react to the readin 

 When students have finished the reading they may share their work related to their role 

within the literature circle.  If students finish at different rates, your fast finishers 

should work on anchoring activities while waiting for the rest of their circle to 

complete.  They may also review their notes to be ready for discussion. 

 Use accountable talk expectations to encourage all members to participate 

appropriately 

 As needed provide mini-lessons to teach/reteach reading strategies such as using 

context clues, figurative language, layers of meaning, etc. 

 Throughout the process, remind students to refer back to essential questions to help 

them in their discussions. 

 Actively supervise all literature circles in order to monitor discussions, provide 

scaffolding, and assess for understanding 

 Students should self-assess their work as well as their ability to use accountable talk 

expectations 

 Assessments:   

o Formative-products of literature circles, such as graphic organizers and notes 

from discussions, journal entries of daily reading prior to entering literature 



circles 

o Summative – teachers may choose to have students write about how the 

essential questions are reflected within the choice of book.  Teachers may also 

choose to have students create a presentation of their findings on theme.  A 

combination of both is also possible.  There are a variety of ways to assess, but 

the focus should be within the areas of themes and connections to essential 

questions. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

RESEARCH PROJECT: 

 

Lessons 5-6:  Research Project: Have students refer back to Lesson 1 (keep your chart papers 

handy throughout this unit)  Have students choose a topic they are interested in. (Teacher may 

provide a list of possibilities such as, environment, education, high stakes testing, war, justice, 

Global Warming etc.)  Then, have students review their chart papers.  Which genres do they 

feel they would use to research information for their research project?  Develop a rubric and 

checklist for student research projects. (There are many formats available for use at all grade 

levels online.)  In order to differentiate, what will you expect from each student, do any 

students require extra time? How will students research and take notes? Will students turn in 

sections by Due Dates? Please send a notice home to parents to avoid stress at home if 

students neglect to inform parents of the project. Be sure to allow enough time.) 

 

Lesson 7-8: 

 Students will view videotaped speeches by various people. 

 Students will view them once at regular speed, and then several more times more 

slowly to watch the body language of the speaker.  

 Students may take notes on the body language of the speaker. Does he/she look 

positive? Negative? Angry? Stern? Which of their own senses (sight, touch, smell, 

taste, hear) did the speech appeal to for them? How might they have gotten the 

particular point across differently? 

 Students may use one of the topics from the viewed speeches to create their own 

speech and deliver it to the class or school or they may choose their own topic to 

develop and deliver.  

 **Some students may be too anxious to do this. Teacher may offer a 1:1 time with 

teacher only, or teacher and preferred students only, possibly in an afterschool 

setting, to deliver their speech. Teacher will be sure to develop a rubric for grading. 

(Various rubrics for Speaking and Listening on www.mass.gov/dese) 

Lesson 9-10: 

 Students will skim and read various biographies chosen by the teacher. 

 Students will view an interviewing session for a biography. There are various choices 

online for middle school aged children or teacher may model an interview. 

 Students will practice interviewing their classmates using teacher criteria 

 Mini-lesson on an authorized and unauthorized biography (i.e. President Kennedy, 

Princess Diana) 

 Students will then interview someone they know. (Teacher may direct students to 

interview several people and then decide which person would have the most 

information from which to write a biography.) 

 Students will write biographies using their notes from their interviews.  

 Students will peer-edit (Teacher may choose to use this editing process as an 

assessment. If so, students might be directed to edit for style, grammar, clarity, 

vocabulary, spelling etc.) 



 Students will revise their biographies based on feedback from their peer editor. 

 Teacher will provide the rubric for grading.  

 Students may type their biographies and place them in a class book or display in the 

classroom etc. Teacher choice. 

 

Lesson 11:   

 Familiarize students with the parts of a newspaper.  

 A simple summative assessment may follow this. 

Lesson 12:   

 Have students read daily newspapers in print or online. Students may pick an article of 

interest and summarize them. This is an important skill that should be done regularly. 

 Students should then add their own responses to their chosen article. 

 

Lesson 13 

 Read a transcript of President Barack Obama’s acceptance speech from the 2008 

presidential elections. Have students compare his speech with Secretary of State 

Hillary Clinton’s concession speech.  

 Have students find similar points in both. 

 Have students then read Senator John McCain’s concession speech.  

 Students should then find the similarities and differences in each of the 3 speeches. 

 If possible, have students view each of those speeches. 

 Students will write a compare/contrast essay regarding the various speeches. 

 

Lesson 14 

 Have students consider President Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Have them 

read it, work with a partner and deliver the speech to each other, have willing students 

recite the speech to the class. Also, have students view various people reciting the same 

speech.(Professional people, children…etc. There are many online.)  Students may use 

Venn Diagrams, Two Column Notes/Top Down Webs.  

  

Lesson 15 

 Summative Assessments:   

o Have students answer a Constructed response comparing works from various 

reporters regarding the same topic. Further, have students research articles 

regarding the same topic from various U.S. regions. As them to ponder why 

newspapers in Southeastern Massachusetts might have many articles regarding 

water pollution in the Atlantic Ocean yet newspapers in Midwestern states have 

none? Have them write about that. Think about the similarities and differences 

in how the various authors engage readers.  Be sure to include specific details 

from both selections as well as be able to identify the structure of the articles. 

o The same could be done with articles regarding the same topics from various 

reporters in a local area. Use print and online sources. 

Lesson 16 

 Have students write news articles, a biography, an autobiography etc. 

 During brainstorming, students should decide which structure they will use. 

 

 
 
 

 



   Give this to students prior to being expected to use Accountable Talk           

  Harrison and Hobin Collins 2013

Accountable Talk Respects Everyone in the Class Community! 

 

How to Listen Purposefully… 
 

 Make eye contact with speaker  

 Only one person speaks at a time  

 Avoid interrupting the speaker 

How to Listen Respectfully…  
 

 Avoid side conversations 

 Avoid distracting sounds or 
movements 
 

 Share “airtime”  

How to Use Body Language 
to Listen… 

 
 Don’t slouch, sit up straight 

 Keep your head up 

 Nod to show you are listening 

Accountable Talk Values High-Level Thinking! 

Accountable Talk 

Goal 

 

Move toward 

Productive Peer-

led Discussions  

(less teacher-led) 

How to Respect all Thinking … 
 

 Try to understand speaker’s ideas 

 Think about whether you agree 

 Ask questions for clarification  

 Agree and Disagree with ideas, not 

people 

 Encourage everyone to participate 

How To Keep a Discussion 
Moving & On Topic… 

 
 Don’t just repeat what’s already been 

said 
 
 Build on others’ ideas 

 Connect ideas 

 Ask genuine questions politely 

 What made you think that?” 
 ‘Where did you see that?” 



Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signal Words: 
such as, for 
instance, in 
addition, also, 
specifically 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
specific person, 
place, thing, or 
idea is being 
described?  
 
Look for a topic 
word or phrase 
and for synonyms. 
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Problem and 
Solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 

problem, issue, 
since, as a result, 
solution, idea, so, 
leads to, causes 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
is the problem and 
what is the 
solution?  
 
Look for the 
problem first and 
then the solution.  
 

Compare and 
Contrast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 
similar, same, 
alike, both, as well 
as, unlike, as 
opposed to,  on 
the other hand, in 
contrast, instead 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
is being 
compared?  
 
How are they the 
same?  How are 
they different? 
  
 

 

Cause and 
Effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 
since, because, if, 
due to, as a result 
of, causes, leads 
to, consequently, 
then, therefore 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what  
happened and why 
did it happen?  
 
Remember, you 
are looking for a 
cause, not a 
solution. 
 

 

  Sequence 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Signal Words: 
first, second, 
third, then, next, 
before, after, 
finally, following 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: Is 
this event taking 
place over time? 
 
Look for steps or 
references to time 
such as dates.  
 

 



 

Non-Fiction Text Structures 

Text Structure Signal Words Visual 

Description 

for example,  

for instance, 

characteristics include, 

specifically, in addition  

Sequence & 

Order 

before, in the 

beginning, to start, 

first, next, during, 

after, then, finally, 

last, in the middle, in 

the end 

 

Compare & 

Contrast 

similar, alike, same, just 

like, both, different, 

unlike, in contrast, on 

the other hand 

 

Cause & 

Effect 

since, because, if, due 

to, as a result of, so, 

then, leads to, 

consequently 

 

Problem & 

Solution 

problem, issue, cause, 

since, consequently, 

therefore, as a result, 

because of, leads to, 

due to, solve, so, then 

 

 

  

  

  

  

1 2 3 
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Q-Matrix to support question generation in literature circles or in other areas in the unit. 

Red and yellow are lower level questioning in Blooms and the green and blue are higher (please stay 

within the higher level of question stems). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Have students use this to self-evaluate 

 

Use an analysis of Characterization to help students arrive at theme. 

 

Character Dialectical Journal Template 

Evidence (Quotation and Context) Inference and Commentary 

Name of Character:  _________________________ 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 

Continue analyzing same character 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 

Name of Character:  _________________________ 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

(Try to include at least two different quotes for 

each character in order to provide a deeper 

analysis.) 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 



Dialectical Journals can also be used to analyze theme and central idea.  Have students come up with a 

thematic statement such as “The theme in ‘All Summer in a Day’ is that jealousy can motivate us to do 

things we may regret.”  Then have them use the dialectical journals to help justify their statement. 

 

Evidence (Quotation or Detail and Context) Inference and Commentary 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These do not need to be printed.  Students can use tagboard or other type of large paper and fold it into 

quarters in order to set up the dialectical journal 



Have students use this to self-evaluate and/orto grade each other (focusing on one or two things at a time). 

 
Do I Listen Purposefully? Often Sometimes Rarely 

1a. Make eye contact with speaker     
1b. Only one person speaks at a time     
1c. Avoid interrupting the speaker    

Do I Listen Respectfully? Often Sometimes Rarely

2a. Avoid side conversations 

2b. Avoid distracting sounds or movements 

2c. Share “airtime”  



Do I use Body language to Listen? Often Sometimes Rarely 

3a. Don’t slouch, sit up straight    

3b. Keep your head up    

3c. Nod to show you are listening    

 
Do I Respect all Thinking? Often Sometimes Rarely 

4a. Try to understand speaker’s ideas    
4b. Think about whether you agree    
4c. Ask questions for clarification     
4d. Disagree with ideas, not people    
4e. Encourage everyone to participate    

 
Do I Keep a Discussion Moving & On Topic? Often Sometimes Rarely 

5a. Don’t just repeat what’s already been said    
5b. Build on others’ ideas    
5c. Connect ideas    
5d. Ask genuine questions politely    



Science Fiction/Fantasy 



 

 

Content Standards for -Grade 6-Science Fiction/Fantasy 
Unit or Topic:  Science Fiction/Fantasy 
 

Course/Subject: ELA 
 
Grade Level:  6th 



Established Goals 
RL/I 6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RL/I 6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the 

text distinct from personal opinions or judgments. 
RL 6.3 Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or 

change as the plot moves toward a resolution. 
RL/I 6.4:  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; 

analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone. 
RL 6.6:  Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text. 

RL 6.9:  Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy stories) in 

terms of their approaches to similar themes and topics. 
RL 6.10:  By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6–8 text 

complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
 

W 6.2:  Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, 

organization, and analysis of relevant content. 

a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, 

comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia 

when useful to aiding comprehension. 

b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples. 

c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 

d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

e. Establish and maintain a formal style. 

f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. 
W 6.5:  With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 

editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. (Editing for conventions should demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3 up 

to and including grade 6 on page 65.) 
W 6.10:  Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
 

SL 6.1:  Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners 

on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring 

to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion. 

b. Follow rules for collegial discussions, set specific goals and deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. 

c. Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making comments that contribute to the topic, text, 

or issue under discussion. 

d. Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through reflection and 

paraphrasing. 
SL 6.4:  Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate 

main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. 
 

L 6.1:  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 

a. Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive). 

b. Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself, ourselves). 

c. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.* 

d. Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents).* 

e. Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others' writing and speaking, and identify and use strategies 

to improve expression in conventional language.*   
L 6.2:  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 

a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.*  

b. Spell correctly. 
L 6.4:  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to 

the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., audience, 

auditory, audible). 

c. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of 

a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech. 

d.     Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in 

context or in a dictionary). 

 

 



Resources: 

A Wrinkle in Time 

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 

Tuck Everlasting 

Freak the Mighty 

“All Summer in a Day” 

“Tuesday of the Other June” 

Poetry: 

“Primer”  

“Words Like Freedom” 

“Dreams” 

“Losing Face” 

“Pete at the Zoo” 

Articles found in Scholastic magazines 

 

Students will understand that… 
 

 Authors write explicit messages as 
well as inferred ones within their 
work. 

 Authors use text as a vehicle to 
inform readers of life lessons 

 Stories of different genres can have 
similar themes and life lessons. 

 Characters react, change or grow as 
the events within a plot develops and 
changes. 

 

Essential Questions to Guide Learning & 
Inquiry 
 
How do challenges in life build character? 

How do characters help us build friendships? What 

do a person’s decisions and actions tell us about 

their personalities? 

 

 
 

Students will know… 
 

 Elements of the genre of science 
fiction and fantasy (as well as review 
elements of realistic fiction and 
nonfiction in order to compare them) 

 Review elements of plot 
 Theme/central idea 
 Characterization 
 How conflict drives plot 

 

Students will be able to … 
 

 Analyze a plot for theme/central idea 
 Analyze characterization and how 

plot can change a character 
 Analyze stories of different genres 

and see how they can have similar 
themes/central ideas 

 Analyze how conflict can drive plot 
and determine how this effects the 
theme 

Assessment Evidence 
Performance Task 
 

 Literary analysis task exploring 
common themes within different 
genres (see short stories and 
poems) 

 Essential Question Reflection –How 
are the essential questions reflected 
within the novels? 

 

Other Assessment Evidence 
 

 Create a Plot Diagram illustrating 
which plot point (or points) within the 
novel or short story that causes a 
character to change. 

 Dialectical Journals to explore theme 
and characterization 

 Plot diagram to analyze elements of 
plot  

 Citing evidence from the text to justify 

claims  

 Utilizing a variety of context clues to 

determine the meanings of unfamiliar 

vocabulary and phrases 



Key Criteria for Performance Assessment 
 
Students should be able to… 

 Grapple with complex texts to find 
meaning on various levels (thematic, 
characterization, symbolic, 
rhetorical, vocabulary, etc.) 

 Use evidence from the text to justify 
all claims 

 Be descriptive when explaining 
answers 

 

Key Criteria for Other Assessments 
 
Students will be able to… 

 Use the text as the basis for all 
answers within Plot Diagrams, 
dialectical journals, etc. 

 Use evidence from the text to justify 
all claims related to characterization 
and theme 

 Be descriptive when explaining 
answers 
 
 

Possible Accommodations - for 
Performance Assessment 
 

 Choice of novel for literature circles 
to work on lessons taught through 
similar themes 

 Choice of role within literature circle 
to best suit student need in order to 
participate within the circle 

 Visuals to help with tough 
vocabulary 

 Stations to look and work 
collaboratively on various levels of 
the literature 

 Anchor charts placed up for 
constant reference to help students 
with difficult tasks 

 Scaffolding as needed 
 Choice of product (differentiation by 

choice) 
 Exemplars for reference 

Possible Accommodations for Other 
Assessments 
 

 Modeling of tasks as needed 
 Provide anchor charts 
 Scaffolding as needed 

 

Learning Plan 
 

Lesson 1:  Exploration of Essential Questions (The unit should be “bookended” by an essential question 
exploration session, meaning that you begin exploring the essential questions and end the unit by looking at 
them again and reexamine them as a class and in collaborative groups.  Throughout the unit, teachers 
should refer back to essential questions and encourage students to consider them throughout the unit.) 
 

 Students can examine questions through collaborative groups, through think-pair-share activities or 
other such collaborative activities that help students engage in academic discourse.   

 Please refer to Accountable Talk rubrics and self-evaluation forms attached.  To begin using 
Accountable Talk expectations during collaborative work, it may be helpful to start with one or two 
expectations per day and then work towards combining multiple expectations as students become 
more familiar with the expectations 

 

Lesson 2:  Literature Circles Intro (a great site to get more familiar with literature circles:  
http://litcircles.org/Structure/struct6.html) 

 Explain that students have a choice of novel but that all novels will be tied with a similar theme 
(books can be chosen based on interest); you may choose to have everyone read the same book to 
get more familiar with literature circle strategies if you choose. 

 Prior to beginning the literature circles, a short story could be read by the class and then volunteers 
can perform a “fishbowl” in order to model how students might perform literary discussions in 
their groups.  Students who are not modeling observe and take notes based on criteria for success in 
lit circles.   

http://litcircles.org/Structure/struct6.html


Lesson 3:  Literature Circles  

 Form heterogeneous groups (if possible by the teacher) of no more than 4-5 students each 

 Let students know that they will have specific roles to participate in their groups: 

o Connector (Makes connections to life/society, history, other stories the class or connector 

has read, makes connections to other stories the author has read, etc.) 

o Questioner (Questions before, during and after reading each assigned section.  These 

should be open questions to drive discussion deeper.  Have students use the QMatrix to aid 

in question generation.  Once circles convene, students will answer questions and the 

Questioner will write down new questions generated as a result of the discussion) 

o Visualizer (Draw a visualization or a mind map of an important part of the reading 

selection. (e.g. a character, an exciting part, a surprise, a prediction of what will happen 

next…) Visualizers should include as many of the senses as they can (e.g. what you can 

see, hear, smell, feel, taste) in the drawing.  Visualizers may label things with words to 

make the visualization more complete. Under the drawing, the Visualizer needs to write a 

paragraph about the visualization including the reason for the choice of the visualization. 

When the visualizer meets with his or her group, he or she shouldn’t tell them what the 

drawing is about – let them guess! Once everyone has  

had a turn, the visualizer can tell them all about it including the reason for his or her 

choice.  The visualizer should also note language that is particularly visual and create a two 

column notes organizer to document the language.) 

o Summarizer (Summary of the reading selection, including any major points or events that 

occur during the reading selection.  Draw a map, top-down web or plot diagram outlining 

the major events, settings and characters that have occurred during the reading selection. 

o Comprehension Monitor (Write down words that were difficult to understand, and the 

strategies used to help understand it.  The Comprehension Monitor will write down new 

understandings of words and compile all of this information within a two column notes 

organizer.  After discussing with the group, the Monitor will write down new 

understandings of these words as a result of the discussion. 

o Synthesizer (Think about what the author is trying to say with this piece of literature.  

Consider themes that the author is trying to get across through the reading.  Create a two 

column notes organizer to write down possible themes for the book/story.  Write down any 

new thoughts you have after reading the assigned section about the stories lesson, theme or 

central idea. 

 Students can take turns with different roles 

 Assign reading sections for each week; in addition to taking care of the responsibilities of their 

roles, they should keep journals to summarize and react to the readin 

 When students have finished the reading they may share their work related to their role within the 

literature circle.  If students finish at different rates, your fast finishers should work on anchoring 

activities while waiting for the rest of their circle to complete.  They may also review their notes to 

be ready for discussion. 

 Use accountable talk expectations to encourage all members to participate appropriately 

Lesson 4-10:  It is uncertain how long students will take to get through the literature circle process, but the 

entire process can take a few weeks (or more) to complete a novel. 

 As needed provide mini-lessons to teach/reteach reading strategies such as using context clues, 

figurative language, layers of meaning, etc. 

 Throughout the process, remind students to refer back to essential questions to help them in their 

discussions. 

 Actively supervise all literature circles in order to monitor discussions, provide scaffolding, and 

assess for understanding 

 Students should self-assess their work as well as their ability to use accountable talk expectations 

 Assessments:   

o Formative-products of literature circles, such as graphic organizers and notes from 

discussions, journal entries of daily reading prior to entering literature circles 

o Summative – teachers may choose to have students write about how the essential questions 

are reflected within the choice of book.  Teachers may also choose to have students create 

a presentation of their findings on theme.  A combination of both is also possible.  There 



are a variety of ways to assess, but the focus should be within the areas of themes and 

connections to essential questions. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Short story exploration 

Lesson 11:   

 Refer back to the essential questions 

 Have students read the “All Summer in a Day” collaboratively and returning to whole group to 

emphasize salient points 

 Consider how the story compares characters within the novels 

 Consider how the story relates to the essential questions 

Lesson 12:   

 Have students read “Tuesday of the Other June” collaboratively, returning to whole group to 

emphasize salient points 

 Consider how the story compares with characters from “All Summer in a Day” 

 Consider how the stories have similar themes 

 Consider how the story relates to the essential questions 

Lesson 13 

 Read “Primer” (poem) 

 Consider how the poem compares with characters from “All Summer in a Day” and “Tuesday of 

the Other June” 

 Consider how the pieces have similar themes 

 Consider how the story relates to the essential questions 

 Other poems that could be used:  “Words like Freedom,” “Dreams,” “Losing Face,” and “Pete at 

the Zoo.”  All of these poems can relate to the essential questions about challenges building 

character. 

Lesson 14 

 Have students consider the two stories and compare/contrast genres, setting, characterization and 

theme (could use Venn Diagram, but also could use Two Column Notes/Top Down Webs 

 Have students create dialectical journals to explore characterization (see example) of related short 

stories and poems. 

Lesson 15 

 Summative Assessments:   

o Have students answer a Constructed response comparing both works.  An example of the 

prompt could be:  You have read “All Summer in A Day” and “Tuesday of the Other 

June.” Think about the similarities and differences in how the two authors develop the 

themes in each text. Write an essay in which you identify a similar theme that each text has 

in common and analyze how each story treats this theme differently. Be sure to include 

specific details from both selections. 

o The same could be done with one of the stories and a selected poem from the “resources” 

section of this unit plan (For example, “Primer,” “All Summer in a Day,” and “Tuesday of 

the Other June” all have themes surrounding bullying and overcoming conflict.  They also 

relate nicely to the essential questions about conflict building character. 

Lesson 16 

 Remember to “Bookend” the unit with essential question explorations 

 Have students reexamine essential questions collaboratively and report out findings 
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Accountable Talk Respects Everyone in the Class Community! 

 

How to Listen Purposefully… 
 

 Make eye contact with speaker  

 Only one person speaks at a time  

 Avoid interrupting the speaker 

How to Listen Respectfully…  
 

 Avoid side conversations 

 Avoid distracting sounds or 
movements 
 

 Share “airtime”  

How to Use Body Language 
to Listen… 

 
 Don’t slouch, sit up straight 

 Keep your head up 

 Nod to show you are listening 

Accountable Talk Values High-Level Thinking! 

Accountable Talk 

Goal 

 

Move toward 

Productive Peer-

led Discussions  

(less teacher-led) 

How to Respect all Thinking … 
 

 Try to understand speaker’s ideas 

 Think about whether you agree 

 Ask questions for clarification  

 Agree and Disagree with ideas, not 

people 

 Encourage everyone to participate 

How To Keep a Discussion 
Moving & On Topic… 

 
 Don’t just repeat what’s already been 

said 
 
 Build on others’ ideas 

 Connect ideas 

 Ask genuine questions politely 

 What made you think that?” 
 ‘Where did you see that?” 



Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signal Words: 
such as, for 
instance, in 
addition, also, 
specifically 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
specific person, 
place, thing, or 
idea is being 
described?  
 
Look for a topic 
word or phrase 
and for synonyms. 
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Problem and 
Solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 

problem, issue, 
since, as a result, 
solution, idea, so, 
leads to, causes 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
is the problem and 
what is the 
solution?  
 
Look for the 
problem first and 
then the solution.  
 

Compare and 
Contrast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 
similar, same, 
alike, both, as well 
as, unlike, as 
opposed to,  on 
the other hand, in 
contrast, instead 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what 
is being 
compared?  
 
How are they the 
same?  How are 
they different? 
  
 

 

Cause and 
Effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal Words: 
since, because, if, 
due to, as a result 
of, causes, leads 
to, consequently, 
then, therefore 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: what  
happened and why 
did it happen?  
 
Remember, you 
are looking for a 
cause, not a 
solution. 
 

 

  Sequence 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Signal Words: 
first, second, 
third, then, next, 
before, after, 
finally, following 
 
Tips: 
Ask yourself: Is 
this event taking 
place over time? 
 
Look for steps or 
references to time 
such as dates.  
 

 



 

Non-Fiction Text Structures 

Text Structure Signal Words Visual 

Description 

for example,  

for instance, 

characteristics include, 

specifically, in addition  

Sequence & 

Order 

before, in the 

beginning, to start, 

first, next, during, 

after, then, finally, 

last, in the middle, in 

the end 

 

Compare & 

Contrast 

similar, alike, same, just 

like, both, different, 

unlike, in contrast, on 

the other hand 

 

Cause & 

Effect 

since, because, if, due 

to, as a result of, so, 

then, leads to, 

consequently 

 

Problem & 

Solution 

problem, issue, cause, 

since, consequently, 

therefore, as a result, 

because of, leads to, 

due to, solve, so, then 

 

 

  

  

  

  

1 2 3 
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Q-Matrix to support question generation in literature circles or in other areas in the unit. 

Red and yellow are lower level questioning in Blooms and the green and blue are higher (please stay 

within the higher level of question stems). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Have students use this to self-evaluate 

 

Use an analysis of Characterization to help students arrive at theme. 

 

Character Dialectical Journal Template 

Evidence (Quotation and Context) Inference and Commentary 

Name of Character:  _________________________ 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 

Continue analyzing same character 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 

Name of Character:  _________________________ 

 

Quote or scene (what is the character saying or 

doing that reveals something about his or her 

characterization?): 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

(Try to include at least two different quotes for 

each character in order to provide a deeper 

analysis.) 

Describing Words and Commentary about the 

Character:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know what you know? 



Dialectical Journals can also be used to analyze theme and central idea.  Have students come up with a 

thematic statement such as “The theme in ‘All Summer in a Day’ is that jealousy can motivate us to do 

things we may regret.”  Then have them use the dialectical journals to help justify their statement. 

 

Evidence (Quotation or Detail and Context) Inference and Commentary 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotation/Detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

Context (explain when and where this is taking 

place):   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These do not need to be printed.  Students can use tagboard or other type of large paper and fold it into 

quarters in order to set up the dialectical journal 



Have students use this to self-evaluate and/orto grade each other (focusing on one or two things at a time). 

 
Do I Listen Purposefully? Often Sometimes Rarely 

1a. Make eye contact with speaker     
1b. Only one person speaks at a time     
1c. Avoid interrupting the speaker    

Do I Listen Respectfully? Often Sometimes Rarely

2a. Avoid side conversations 

2b. Avoid distracting sounds or movements 

2c. Share “airtime”  



Do I use Body language to Listen? Often Sometimes Rarely 

3a. Don’t slouch, sit up straight    

3b. Keep your head up    

3c. Nod to show you are listening    

 
Do I Respect all Thinking? Often Sometimes Rarely 

4a. Try to understand speaker’s ideas    
4b. Think about whether you agree    
4c. Ask questions for clarification     
4d. Disagree with ideas, not people    
4e. Encourage everyone to participate    

 
Do I Keep a Discussion Moving & On Topic? Often Sometimes Rarely 

5a. Don’t just repeat what’s already been said    
5b. Build on others’ ideas    
5c. Connect ideas    
5d. Ask genuine questions politely    



Myths 
& 

Legends 



Unit or Topic:  
Myths & Legends 
 

Course/Subject: ELA 
 
Grade Level: Grade 6 
 
 
 

Established Goals:  

CCSS.ELA-RL.6.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

CCSS. ELA-RL.6.2:  Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed 
through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions 
or judgments. 

CCSS.ELA-RL.6.3: Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series 
of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward 
a resolution.   

CCSS.ELA-RL. 6.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a 
text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 
word choice on meaning and tone. 

ELA-RL.MA.6.8.A: Identify the conventions of legends and epics (e.g. the hero, quest, 
journey, seemingly impossible tasks) in historical and modern literacy works.   

CCSS.ELA-RL.6.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.  

CCSS.ELA-RI.6.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  

CCSS.ELA-RI.6.2: Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through 
particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or 
judgments.  

CCSS.ELA-RI.6.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in 
the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high 
end of the range.  

CCSS. ELA-W.6.1- Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence 

CCSS.ELA-W.MA.3.A: Demonstrate understanding of traditional literature by writing 
short narratives, poems, or scripts that use the conventions of myths, legends, or epics.  

CCSS.ELA-SL.6.4: Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using 
pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use 
appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.  

CCSS.ELA-SL.6.5: Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, 
sound) and visual displays in presentations to clarify information. 



Resources: 
Anchor Text: Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of the Iliad,  by Rosemary Sutcliff 
(New York: Lauren-Leaf, an imprint of Random House, 2005) 
Anchor Text: Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book One: The Lightning Thief, by 
Rick Riordan 
 
Related Resources to Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of the Iliad: 

 DESE Model Curriculum Unit: Heroes of the Iliad- ELA, Grade 6 with attached 
appendices.   

 One copy of the hardback illustrated edition of Black Ships Before Troy: The Story 
of the Iliad,  by Rosemary Sutcliff (New York: Delacorte Press, 1993) 

 Reader’s Theatre version of “The Golden Apple” 
 PowerPoint Presentation: The Epic and the Epic Hero 
 Map of the geography of the Iliad, for projecting and/or printing: 

http://academic.reed.edu/humanities/110tech/iliad.html 
 Reader’s Theatre version of “Vengeance for Patroclus” 
 Audio version of Black Ships Before Troy is available at www.audible.com for 

computers and tablets.  Provides useful background for the teacher and to show 
excerpts, particularly for social studies connections: In Search of the Trojan War; 
open-source video available at http:/./www.ovguide/com/tv/in search of the trojan 
war.htm 

 A selection of other versions of the Iliad: A copy of The Adventures of Achilles by 
Hugh Lupton and Daniel Morden (Cambridge, MA: Barefoot Press, 2012) for 
comparing how the story of Achilles is told in a different way. 

 Padriac Colum’s The Children Homer (1918) available as an open source electronic 
book, http://archive.org/details/childrenshomerad00colu 

 The Project Gutenberg open source electronic book of The Iliad by Homer, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/6130/6130-h/6130-h.html 

 
Related Resources to Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book One: The 
Lightning Thief: 
 “Shrouded in Myth” by Jessica Fisher Neidl 

 
Greek & Roman Myths: 
Orion by Alice Low 
Apollo’s Tree: The Story of Daphne and Apollo by Mary Pope Osborne 
Arachne by Olivia E. Coolidge 
 
Legends:  
The Chenoo by Joseph and James Bruchac 
Damon and Pyhtias: A Drama 
 
Non-Fiction:  
Spider Webs- Online Science Article pg. 706- Holt McDougal: Literature 
The Passamaquoddy-Article pg. 720 -Holt McDougal: Literature 
Damon and Pythias Meet the Arabian Nights- Movie Review pg. 732- Holt McDougal 
Literature 
 
Poetry:  
Fall by Sally Andresen Stolte 
Change by Charlotte Zolotow 
Message from a Caterpillar by Lilian Moore 
Night Journey by Theodore Roethke 
Ode To An Artichoke by Pablo Neruda 
 



Students will understand that… 
 
U1. A character’s ethics and values shape 
their actions  
 
U2. A hero is a person who is ethical, yet 
has flaws as well as strengths. 
 
 
 

Essential Questions to Guide Learning 
& Inquiry 
 
What is a hero? 
 
Why do a character’s ethics and values 
matter? 
 
What can a journey teach us about our 
true selves?  

Students will know… 
 
K1.  The characteristics of epic literature, 
heroes, legends, and myths.    
 
K2. The cultural values in legends and 
myths. 
 
K3. The meaning of allusions that 
frequently appear in speech and literature 
(e.g., the face that launched a thousand 
ships, Achilles’ heel, and the Trojan 
Horse.) 
 
K4. New vocabulary encountered in the 
text.   
 

Students will be able to … 
 
Cite explicit and inferential textual 
evidence to support conclusions in 
discussion and in writing, and in particular 
the building of an argument. 
 
Read closely first with support and then 
independently for a specific purpose 
related to the task.   
 
Discuss and write about plot and 
characters-how characters change in 
response to events in the story and how 
the characters influence the events. 
 
Take notes and write, using quotes and 
paraphrasing, avoiding plagiarism and 
providing bibliographic information.   
 
Present information in the form of a well-
prepared oral presentation.   
 
 

Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task – Group Task 
 
Choose a character from the reading and 
present an argument why he or she is a 
hero, citing reasons supported by evidence 
from the text.  First, you’ll write your 
argument, and then you will create a two to 
three minute oral presentation. 
 
Specifically, your written and 
oral presentations should 
include: 
 Your claim that a particular character 

is a hero and your reasons for making 
that claim (consider what the 
character did or said that showed 
heroism); 

 A description of his or her positive 
characteristics, values, ethics, and 
traits, as well as flaws;  

Other Assessment Evidence 
 
 Ongoing journal development focused 

primarily on the following: sections on 
text vocabulary, evidence about 
characters 

 Students’ contributions and 
demonstration of understanding during 
discussions. 

 Written responses to text-dependent 
questions. 

 Optional quizzes for vocabulary or 
comprehension.  

 



 Negative and positive 
effects of the hero’s 
characteristics; 

 Several quotes or paraphrases from 
the text that support your argument; 

 Your conclusions about 
heroism.  

 
Key Criteria for Performance 
Assessment 
 
Specifically, your written and oral 
presentations should include:  
 Your claim that a particular character in 

is a hero and your reasons for making 
that claim (consider what the character 
did or said that showed heroism) 

 A description of his or her positive 
characteristics, values, ethics, and 
traits, as well as flaws 

 Negative and positive effects of the 
hero’s characteristics 

 Several quotes or paraphrases from 
the text that support your argument (for 
written argument, cite page numbers in 
the text) 

 Your conclusions about heroism 
 

To help engage the audience during the 
oral presentation, you should incorporate a 
visual display that supports your 
presentation (example: a drawing of your 
character demonstrating a heroic deed.) 
 
You will pass in your written argument 
before presenting it.  Practice time will be 
provided so that you will be well prepared 
for your presentation.   
 
You may want to use one of the quotations 
on the next page in the introduction or 
conclusion of oral presentation.   

Key Criteria for Other Assessments 
 
 
 Clear claim with reasons to support it 
 Logical and comprehensible idea 

development 
 Textual evidence from the epic used 

appropriately and accurately  
 Reasonable inferences about the 

hero’s values, ethical decisions, 
strengths, and flaws 

 Logical conclusion about heroism 
 Use of standard English conventions in 

writing and speaking 
 Oral presentation is well-organized, 

engaging, includes images or a short 
skit, and is delivered with adequate 
eye contact, volume, and clear 
pronunciation.  

 Teacher anecdotal notes on 
participation, preparedness, and 
understanding 

 Written responses: Accuracy, use of 
textual evidence 

 

Possible Accommodations – 
Performance task 
Scaffold learning tasks for struggling 
students by dividing parts of the 
assessment into smaller work tasks.  
 
Provide a graphic organizer to assist with 
argument writing task and a student 
checklist to self-monitor written argument 
and oral presentation.   

Possible Accommodations – other 
assessments 
Provide audio and visual access to support 
text comprehension for struggling learners. 
 
Provide an outline or summary of the text. 
 
Provide direct instruction of vocabulary: 

 Provide a description, explanation, 
or example of the new term. 

 Ask students to restate the 
description, explanation, or 
example in their own words. 
 



 Ask students to construct a picture, 
pictograph, or symbolic 
representation of the term. 

 Engage students periodically in 
activities that help them add to their 
knowledge of the terms in their 
vocabulary notebooks. 

 Periodically ask students to discuss 
the terms with one another. 

 Involve students periodically in 
games that enable them to play 
with terms. 

 
Differentiate close reading by reducing the 
number of paragraphs and practicing 
ongoing assessment of student progress 
to inform decisions about the students that 
need additional support.  
 

Learning Plan 
 

Summary of Key Learning Events and Instruction          
 
In general: 
 Close reading (supported and then independent) with text-dependent questions to 

use with individuals and groups 
 Read-alouds and performances of readers’ theatre scripts 
 Discussion in various modes (turn and talk, small group, think/pair/share, whole 

group, jigsaw) 
 Direct instruction in writing summaries and arguments  

 
Lesson 1: Introducing Heroes:  Exploration of Essential Questions (The unit should be 
“bookended” by an essential question exploration session, meaning that you begin 
exploring the essential questions and end the unit by looking at them again and 
reexamine them as a class and in collaborative groups.  Throughout the unit, teachers 
should refer back to essential questions and encourage students to consider them 
throughout the unit.) 
 

 Students can examine questions through collaborative groups, through think-
pair-share activities or other such collaborative activities that help students 
engage in academic discourse.   

 Please refer to Accountable Talk rubrics and self-evaluation forms attached.  To 
begin using Accountable Talk expectations during collaborative work, it may be 
helpful to start with one or two expectations per day and then work towards 
combining multiple expectations as students become more familiar with the 
expectations 

 
Lessons 2: Characteristics of Myths and Legends/Introducing Heroes: Students’ 
interest is engaged by speculating on the novel by analyzing the cover illustration of 
Black Ships Before Troy or The Lightning Thief. Students view a short Power Point on 
the characteristics of epics and epic heroes and begin the vocabulary section of their 
journal, which they will add to throughout the unit. An introduction of the characteristics 
of myths and legends is included in teaching.   
 
 
 



Lesson 3:  
As an introduction to their novel they will close read the following:  

 For Black Ships Before Troy, students will perform a Reader’s Theatre version of 
the “The Golden Apple”, and respond to at least one text-dependent question as 
a group. 

 For The Lightning Thief, students will read “Shrouded in Myth,” and respond to at 
least one text-dependent question as a group.   

 
Lesson 4-15: (See below for general information on Literature Circles) 
 
Guided Focus for Lesson 4-15:  
(Additional Short Myths and Legends, as well as non-fiction readings and poetry 
should be incorporated to enhance students’ enduring understandings of the unit) 
 
Lesson 4: Heroic Qualities: This lesson develops the students’ thinking about heroes 
and heroism, and introduces the curriculum embedded performance assessment tied to 
the essential question.   
 
Lessons 5, 6, and 7: Developing the Plot: Students begin finding evidence in text 
regarding the interventions of the gods and goddesses in the story, and their effect on 
complicating the plot and building the conflict. They begin to identify the different ways 
an author can show a character’s values through their actions and thoughts.  
 
Lessons 8 and 9: Summaries and Illustrations: Students write summaries of one 
chapter to reinforce close reading.  
 
Lesson 10: The Turning Point of a Plot: Students read/listen to the key central 
chapters and identify the turning point of the plot.   
 
Lessons 11, 12, and 13: Ethical Decisions: Students read/listen to identify character 
flaws and review the ethical decisions made by the characters.  
 
Lessons 14 and 15: Resolution of the Conflict: They discuss how the end of the book 
reflects the actions and motivations of characters that were introduced at the beginning.   
 
Lessons 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20: Completing the Performance Assessment  and 
Reviewing the Essential Questions: 
They review the Student Instructions and discuss the elements of writing arguments. 
They write arguments about the heroism of a character from the novel they read and 
make oral presentations to younger students. 
 
Other sessions can be scheduled as necessary for students to work on and/or present 
or record their Performance Assessment.  
 
Literature Circles Intro (a great site to get more familiar with literature circles:  
http://litcircles.org/Structure/struct6.html) 

 Explain that students have a choice of novel but that all novels will be tied with a 
similar theme; you may choose to have everyone read the same book to get 
more familiar with literature circle strategies if you choose. 

 Prior to beginning the literature circles, a short story myth or legend could be 
read by the class and then volunteers can perform a “fishbowl” in order to model 
how students might perform literary discussions in their groups.  Students who 
are not modeling observe and take notes based on criteria for success in lit 
circles.   

 Form heterogeneous groups (if possible by the teacher) of no more than 4-5 
students each 



 Let students know that they will have specific roles to participate in their groups: 
o Connector (Makes connections to life/society, history, other stories the 

class or connector has read, makes connections to other stories the 
author has read, etc.) 

o Questioner (Questions before, during and after reading each assigned 
section.  These should be open questions to drive discussion deeper.  
Have students use the QMatrix to aid in question generation.  Once 
circles convene, students will answer questions and the Questioner will 
write down new questions generated as a result of the discussion) 

o Visualizer (Draw a visualization or a mind map of an important part of the 
reading selection. (e.g. a character, an exciting part, a surprise, a 
prediction of what will happen next…) Visualizers should include as many 
of the senses as they can (e.g. what you can see, hear, smell, feel, taste) 
in the drawing.  Visualizers may label things with words to make the 
visualization more complete. Under the drawing, the Visualizer needs to 
write a paragraph about the visualization including the reason for the 
choice of the visualization.When the visualizer meets with his or her 
group, he or she shouldn’t tell them what the drawing is about – let them 
guess! Once everyone has  
had a turn, the visualizer can tell them all about it including the reason for 
his or her choice.  The visualizer should also note language that is 
particularly visual and create a two column notes organizer to document 
the language.) 

o Summarizer (Summary of the reading selection, including any major 
points or events that occur during the reading selection.  Draw a map, 
top-down web or plot diagram outlining the major events, settings and 
characters that have occurred during the reading selection. 

o Comprehension Monitor (Write down words that were difficult to 
understand, and the strategies used to help understand it.  The 
Comprehension Monitor will write down new understandings of words and 
compile all of this information within a two column notes organizer.  After 
discussing with the group, the Monitor will write down new 
understandings of these words as a result of the discussion. 

o Synthesizer (Think about what the author is trying to say with this piece 
of literature.  Consider themes that the author is trying to get across 
through the reading.  Create a two column notes organizer to write down 
possible themes for the book/story.  Write down any new thoughts you 
have after reading the assigned section about the stories lesson, theme 
or central idea. 

 Students can take turns with different roles 
 Assign reading sections for each week; in addition to taking care of the 

responsibilities of their roles, they should keep journals to summarize and react 
to the reading 

 When students have finished the reading they may share their work related to 
their role within the literature circle.  If students finish at different rates, your fast 
finishers should work on anchoring activities while waiting for the rest of their 
circle to complete.  They may also review their notes to be ready for discussion. 

 Use accountable talk expectations to encourage all members to participate 
appropriately 

It is uncertain how long students will take to get through the literature circle process, but 
the entire process can take a few weeks (or more) to complete a novel. 

 As needed provide mini-lessons to teach/reteach reading strategies such as 
using context clues, figurative language, layers of meaning, etc. 

 Throughout the process, remind students to refer back to essential questions to 
help them in their discussions. 
 



 Actively supervise all literature circles in order to monitor discussions, provide 
scaffolding, and assess for understanding 

 Students should self-assess their work as well as their ability to use accountable 
talk expectations 

 Assessments:   
o Formative-products of literature circles, such as graphic organizers and 

notes from discussions, journal entries of daily reading prior to entering 
literature circles, and text dependent questions  

o Summative – teachers may choose to have students write about how the 
essential questions are reflected within the choice of book.  Teachers 
may also choose to have students create a presentation. A combination 
of both is also possible.  There are a variety of ways to assess, but the 
focus should be on text dependent questions that are anchored to the 
standards and the essential question- See the Performance Assessment 

 
 




